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Prior to this Act, railway companies were only encouraged 
to follow guidelines, monitored by the Board of Trade.

There was no legal requirement to do so.
Many companies simply found excuses not to act.

Regulation of Railways Act 30th August 1889
Amended over time, much is still in force today. 
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A cartoon from Punch 1852

Railway Amalgamation –
a pleasant state of things
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This memorial depicting a 10 
year old girl with bucket & spade 
was unveiled in 2014 on the 
125th anniversary of the crash.
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88 people died including 
46 under 20 years old
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been advocating three vital safety measures (among others) to often 
reluctant railway managements:

Lock
Interlocking of points and signals, so that conflicting signal indications 
are prevented.

Block
A space-interval or block system of signalling, where one train is not 
allowed to enter a physical section until the preceding one had left it.

Brake
Continuous automatic brakes, which had to be 'held off' by vacuum or 
compressed air and would be applied automatically if that supply was 
lost (e.g. if a train were divided).
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powerful  0 – 6 – 0 locomotive.
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3.5 miles from Armagh, the train stops 200 yards from the summit at Dobbins 
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It was decided to split the train and take the forward the first 5 coaches to the 
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10:38 am
The regular service from Armagh to Warrenpoint sets off on its journey only 
to meet the 10 runaway coaches as the careered down the hill.















Board of Trade Report

Enquiry opened 17th June 1889 and published November 1889

• Immediate cause attributed to inability of the brake to hold the 
rear 10 coaches.  Either the guard had not applied it correctly or 
passengers travelling in the van had tampered with the appliance.

• Report also criticises decision to split the train and the procedures 
of the GNR that allowed an Inexperienced driver and an 
underpowered engine on this journey.

• Calls for an end to “interval working”









Regulation of Railways Act came into force on 30th August 1889
Amended over time, much is still in force today. 

Railway Companies were required to: 

•Adopt the block system of signalling on any passenger railway to ensure 
that points and signals were interlocked so that a train could not be put on 
the same line as another.

•Use a continuous brake which comes on automatically if the train divided 

•Regulate the hours that people in positions that affected safety could work

•Ensure every passenger had a ticket.

•Stop the practice of locking the doors of carriages with passengers inside. 
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